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 Vocabulary  

A Match the words with the definitions. ( One word is extra ) 
                    B                                                                                                 A         

1. To go and get someone or something.                                                            a. collect  
2. Good for your body.                                                                                        b. drop  
3. The time after now.                                                                                         c. fact 
4. A very small amount of liquid.                                                                       d. healthy 
                                                                                                                             e. future  
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B Fill in the blanks with the words given. ( There is one word extra ) 
 

consider / orbits / protect / increase / ring / exercise / interested / sign / dark  
  

5. We would be ………….. to hear your views on this subject. 
6. Soon it would be ……………. enough to see the stars.  
7. Before buying anything you need , it’s better to …………… the cost.  
8. You can see a big …………... around the Saturn.   
9. Parents try to ………… their children from danger.  
10. It is a fact that the earth ………….. the sun.   
11. Doing daily ………….. is useful for everyone.  
12. Some pains can be the …………. of a heart attack.   
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C Fill in the blanks with the proper words of your own. 
13. When the number of people on earth ………  , they need more places for living.  
14. One way that we can thank our creator is to ………….. our blood to those who need it.   
15. Water is a type of …………… .  
16 . We can see Neptune and Uranus with a ……………….. .   
17. A cow is a …………….. animal.    
18. Gahar lake is famous for its …………… water.     
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D Underline the odd word out. 
19.     a. planet              b. plant                   c. ring                       d. Mars                        
20.     a. goat                 b. tiger                    c. whale                    d. camel                      
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 Grammar  

E Choose the correct answer. 
21. Wait ! I …………………. you to the train station. 
  a. will drive                       b. drove                       c. am driving                 d. am going to drive 
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22. “Are you busy this evening ?”      “Yes , I …………….  Jack at the library at 7.”  
  a. will meet                        b. meet                        c. met                            d. am going to meet 
 
23. These two boys are twin . John is ……………. Jack. 
  a. as old as                         b. older than                c. the oldest                   d. as old than 
 
24. My brother is …………. driver I know. 
  a. the better                        b. the best                    c. better than                  d. good 
 

F Put the words in the correct order.  
25. bought / I / green / some / shirts / nice / yesterday.  
 
26. I / invite / am / my / to / cousins / my birthday  /going to.  
 
27. this / one / the / largest / in / this town / garden / is.   
 
28. need / dictionary / new / I / a / electronic. 
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G Write the correct form of the words in the blanks.  
29. John ……………….. a new car next week . He told me last week. ( buy ) 
 
30. Are you sure this is the ………… way of doing it? ( good ) 
 
31. The elephant is …………….. the panda. ( heavy ) 
 
32. The firefighters risked their ………….. to save the children. ( life ) 
 
33. “My bag is too heavy.”      “Don’t worry. I ……………. you. ( help ) 
 
34. It’s very cold outside. My …………….. are frozen. ( foot ) 
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 Pronunciation  

H H. Which one is in different intonation pattern?  
35.           a. How are you ?                               b. What time is it ?    
                c. Is it yours ?                                    d. Where do you live ? 
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 Comprehension  

I Cloze test . Choose the best item. 
     Tigers are losing natural homes. They are in ……36……   . They are endangered animals 
because people kill them and ……37…… the places where they live. Hunters ……38……. 
them and sell them. Some Chinese people use their body parts as medicine. The world lost 97% 
of its tigers in the last eight years. 70% of tigers live in India. India ……39….. to help the 
tigers. It says that life for the tigers gets better. We thank the people who ……40……..of the 
forests in India. It has 70% of the world’s tigers.     
 
36.   a. hope                b. attention             c. end                      d. danger 
 
37.   a. protect             b. die                      c. destroy                d. save 
 
38.   a. cut                   b. hunt                    c. leave                   d. receive 
 
39.   a. chooses           b. hurts                   c. tries                     d. visits 
 
40.   a. take care         b. put out                c. pay attention       d. die out   
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J Read the passage and answer the questions. 
        What can robots do ? When will we have robots ? Actually there are many different kinds 
of robots everywhere. These days we can make a lot of things with them. For example cars , 
motors , computers and many other things.  
         We even have robotics nurses. They take care of sick people in hospitals and clinics. 
Robots can keep our cities clean and safe . They can control traffic and help police officers , too. 
Cars are becoming robots now. Many cars have GPS on them. A car with GPS system can help 
you find your way or some day in the future , will drive itself. Maybe you will sleep or read 
while driving. Will it happen some day ?  We will understand in the future. 
 
41. The word them refers to ……………… . ( robots – cars – things ) 
42. Robots are only at homes and schools. ( true – false ) 
43. The number of robots will increase in the future. ( true – false ) 
44. Robots are like humans but they’re not alive. ( true – false )    
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 Total 24 
 


